MITIGATING RECENT VPN VULNERABILITIES

ACTIVE EXPLOITATION

Multiple Nation State Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) actors have weaponized CVE-2019-11510, CVE-2019-11539, and CVE-2018-13379 to gain access to vulnerable VPN devices.

In August, 2019, the Canadian Centre for Cyber Security released guidance for mitigating vulnerabilities in 3 major VPN products (Pulse Secure®, Palo Alto GlobalProtect™, and Fortinet Fortigate®). That guidance lists indicators of compromise for detecting malicious activity [1]. This Cybersecurity Advisory is intended to convey additional actions for compromise recovery and longer-term actions for hardening.

MITIGATIONS FOR PULSE SECURE® VPN CLIENT

On April 24, 2019, security researchers released a series of vulnerabilities in the Pulse Secure® VPN from version 5.1RX to 9.0RX [2]. These vulnerabilities allow for remote arbitrary file downloads and remote code execution on Pulse Connect Secure and Pulse Policy Secure gateways. Other vulnerabilities in the series allow for interception or hijacking of encrypted traffic sessions. Exploit code is freely available online via the Metasploit® framework, as well as GitHub®. Malicious cyber actors are actively using this exploit code. System owners are strongly recommended to upgrade to the respective versions listed in the table below [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affected Versions</th>
<th>Recommended Patch Version Deployment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 9.0RX</td>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 9.0R3.4 &amp; 9.0R4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 8.3RX</td>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 8.3R7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 8.2RX</td>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 8.2R12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 8.1RX</td>
<td>Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 9.0RX</td>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 9.0R3.2&amp; 9.0R4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.4RX</td>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.4R7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.3RX</td>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.3R12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.2RX</td>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.2R12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.1RX</td>
<td>Pulse Policy Secure 5.1R15.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CVE-2019-11508 and CVE-2019-11538 can also be mitigated by disabling File Share features on the Pulse Connect Secure device if such file sharing is not needed [3].

It was previously reported that requiring certificate-based authentication would mitigate the CVE-2019-11510 vulnerability, but in fact the vulnerability is still exploitable due to traversals from unauthenticated directories [4].
MITIGATIONS FOR PALO ALTO VPN CLIENT

Vulnerability CVE-2019-1579 against Palo Alto GlobalProtect VPN allows remote code execution and is being exploited in the wild, according to researchers [5], [6]. Upgrade devices to the latest version.

MITIGATIONS FOR FORTINET FORTIGATE VPN CLIENT

Vulnerabilities in Fortinet Fortigate VPN devices have also been disclosed recently, including CVE 2018-13379, and security researchers are reporting active exploitation [7]. Upgrading to the latest version will remove the vulnerabilities.

RESETTING CREDENTIALS

If a malicious actor previously exploited the vulnerability to collect legitimate credentials, these credentials would still be valid after patching. NSA recommends resetting credentials after a vulnerable VPN device is upgraded and before it is reconnected to the external network:

- Immediately update VPN user, administrator, and service account credentials.
- Immediately revoke and generate new VPN server keys and certificates. This may require redistributing VPN connection information to users.
- If compromise is suspected, review accounts to ensure no new accounts were created by adversaries.

PUBLIC-FACING VPN DEPLOYMENT & HARDENING CONTROLS

Once credentials have been reset, the following actions will further harden the VPN:

- Discourage use of proprietary SSLVPN/TLSVPN protocols. Transition SSLVPN/TLSVPN deployments to either IETF standard-conformant TLS - for single application use cases, or to IKE/IPsec VPNs, preferring the evaluated TLS software applications and IPSec VPN gateways/clients listed on the National Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP) Product Compliant List (PCL).
- If continuing to use SSLVPNs, require public-facing VPN web applications to only use strong TLS (i.e. TLS 1.2 or later) for network traffic encryption, certificate-based authentication, and integrity.
- Discourage the use of self-signed and wild card certificates for public-facing VPN web applications, and periodically rotate and update legitimate certificates.
- Attackers that manage to compromise administrator credentials could try to authenticate into web management interfaces and maliciously perform privileged operations. Do not allow VPN administrators to login to the management interface via the public-facing VPN web application; instead, restrict administrative access to dedicated internal management networks. If an attacker tries to use administrator credentials to access the public-facing VPN web application, the access attempt should be denied, even if the credentials were correct.
- Require mutual TLS authentication for remote TLS clients attempting to access the VPN. Solutions should be set to drop connections with clients that do not present valid, trusted TLS certificates.
- Use multi-factor authentication to prevent attackers from authenticating with compromised passwords by requiring a second authentication factor [8].
- Enable logging to record and track VPN user activity, including authentication and access attempts, configuration changes, and network traffic metadata (e.g. IP addresses, ports, protocols, and sessions).
- Some VPN vendors may provide features that help enhance web application security to prevent attacks against public-facing VPN web applications, such as malicious re-use of users’ previous, outdated sessions to bypass authentication. Enable these features when possible. Pulse Secure provides session security guidance in their security configuration best practices document [9]. Palo Alto provides authentication session timeout settings in their documentation [10]. Review Fortinet documentation on authentication timeout settings to prevent session spoofing [11].
• Deploy a web application firewall that can detect and block web application attacks, like specially-crafted HTTP requests containing malformed strings that exploit VPN vulnerabilities, in front of the VPN web application.

• In cases where web traffic is encrypted, monitoring and detecting web application attacks may require tools that can inspect the encrypted traffic to see the underlying web plaintext.

• Constantly follow VPN vendors to look for the latest updates, and apply the updates immediately to patch vulnerabilities and fix bugs.

• Disable services (e.g. file share services) that could be leveraged for post-compromise activities like lateral movement, data exfiltration, and command and control.

• Continuously monitor and conduct analytics on all logs to look for unauthorized access, malicious configuration changes, anomalous network traffic, and other indicators of compromise [12].
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